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Species Ambassador programme
Arignar Anna Zoological Park, Zooschool has planned to conduct Species
Ambassador Programme. This is a first-of-its-kind programme in the
conservation of species initiated by an Indian Zoo. “It will be a two-day
session, organized on weekends. Students from class 6 and above,
professionals, adults, wildlife aspirants can register with us and
participate in this programme. AAZP will commence its first session on
Slender Loris on 31.7.2021 and 1.8.2021.

Participants who have registered and attended the session will be titled
“Species Ambassador of Slender Loris (species in focus) and an e-
certificate will be provided. Species Ambassadors have to discharge
their role by promoting awareness about the species in focus. Special
badges will be awarded to the participants based on the action
towards conservation.

Role of species ambassador
# To spread awareness among the public and their family and friends
about the significance, threats faced by the animal and conservation
measures.
# Building a strong supportive force on conservation of the Species in
focus
# Conducting awareness sessions to their known people group either in
online or offline mode.
#Continuous support will be provided by AAZP Zooschool to conduct
awareness sessions and providing expert talk.
# Badges - Based on the number of awareness sessions conducted by
them special badges will be awarded.

 
To get the badges, participants will have to share the photos & video

recordings for at least 5 mins of the session to
aazpzooschool@gmail.com.  

Loris Guard          - 3 awareness session
Loris Saviour        - 5 awareness programme
Loris Guardian      - 9 awareness programme
Loris Lover            - 11 awareness programme
Loris Conservator  - 15 awareness programme

 



medium sized -18 to 38 cm 

Pro-simians
Primates, but not monkeys
Nocturnal Primate
Arboreal
Territorial
Primates that cannot jump
One of the highly trafficked
species
Least studied animal

Who are lorises?

Types of lorises

Slow loris Slender loris

Significance
difference

Species

Differentiate

Lethal

Food habit

Distribution

9- Species 2- Species

South Asian countries South India & Sri Lanka

Face marking & Distribution Distribution

Tail Small Tail No Tail

Yes No

Venomonous Saliva and branchial gland Non -venomonous

97% feeds on insectsAbove 70 % feeds  vegetation

The Slow loris is the only venomous primate, and the human death caused by it is less
than 1% but the harm caused by humans to it is 'tremendously high'

Slow loris



 Classification
Phylum : Chordate
Class : mammalia
Order : Primates

Suborder : Strepsirrhini
Family : Lorisidae

Genus: Loris

 

 Evolution
 Evolutionary tree

loris are our
 primitive ancestors

species
Only two species of Slender Loris are present Red Slender Loris
and Grey Slender Loris.

Red Slender Loris is found only in  Sri Lanka and Grey Slender Loris
is found only in South India and small parts of Sri Lanka.

Red Slender Loris Grey Slender Loris



L. lydekkerianus 
L. nordicus
L. grandis
L. malabaricus

 
IUCN Conservation status of Grey Slender

loris is Near Threatened

L. tardigradus nycticeboides – Horton Plains Slender Loris
(mountains Loris)

L. tardigradus tardigradus – Dry Zone Slender Loris
(lowland Loris)

IUCN Conservation status of Red Slender Loris is
Endangered

Red Slender loris- 2 subspecies

Grey Slender loris - 4 subspecies



Interesting facts about Slender Loris

Found only at tree canopy; rarely
comes to the ground for feeding
The slender long legs get their name
Solitary in nature and hold its own
territory
Nocturnal Primate
Male is smaller than females in size
Estrous cycle in female lasts only for
one day.
Communicates  through vocalization
calls. The typical once are whistle,
infant call, copulating call, Growling
and fear
Low metabolic rate
Insectivorous and feeds on toxic
insects too
Freeze when threatened.
One of the highly trafficked animal



Slender Lorises spend most of their life in trees, traveling along
the tops of branches with slow and precise movements.  They are
small, nocturnal primates. They prefers to inhabit thick, thorny
bushes and bamboo clumps where they can evade predators and
also find insects, which are their main diet.

Type of Forest : They are found in tropical rainforests, scrub forests,
semi-deciduous forests, swamps and dense hedgerow plantations
bordering farmlands of Southern India and Sri Lanka They are not
confined to dense forest and are found in open tree jungle.

Local names : Tevangu (Tamil) Devanga pilli (Telugu) mala
manushya,kadapapa,adavi manushya, chinge kule (Kannada) Kutti
tevangu (malayalam)

Size : Length of head & body : 8 to 10 inches (20 to 25 cm) tail absent
male weight (280-340 gm) and female 225 gms

Distribution : South India and Sri Lanka

Know all about Slender loris

Physical features: Slender
Lorises have a prominent
pair of two large, closely
set, brown eyes circled with
black or dark brown
semicircle or oval patches.
Used in the identification of
species. 

The limbs are longer and more slender, the snout more pointed. The fur
is less dense, soft and woolly. Its color varies from dark grey to earthy
brown with an embellishment of silvery hairs, the lower part much paler.
The dark spinal stripe is not prominent even absent.



Reproduction : Their mating season is twice a year, from April to May as
well as July to November. Gestation is 166-169 days. The females give
birth to normally one and rarely two infants at one time. The mother
carries the infants constantly during the first few weeks after birth.
They live up to 12 years in captivity but no one has studied the lifespan
in wild.

Diet: They are insectivores animals where 60 to 92 % of their diet
depends on insects. They even feed on toxic insects. They also eat
plant materials such as flowers, fruits, seeds, gums etc

They are Solitary in nature, sometimes found in pairs, It holds its own
territory

They have a strange habits the urine washing of their face and limbs,
which is thought to soothe or defend against the sting of the toxic
insects they prefer to eat.

Social interaction: The majority of aggressive encounters between
individuals occurred in territorial and mating contexts. Individuals also
communicated with each other through chemical and vocal signals. 

Slender loris of AAZP

Anu carrying 
the young ones

To adopt our animals visit
www.aazp.in



Threats

The trade-in lorises are based on the cultural differences between
countries in the way the animals are viewed. Surrounded by
superstition, it is believed in South and Southeast Asia that eating loris
flesh can treat leprosy, tonics made from lorises are claimed to heal
wounds and broken bones and help women regain strength after
childbirth, Loris body parts may ward off the “evil eye” and can be used
to curse enemies. Astrologers use them to pickout tarot cards. Finally,
their tears are a secret ingredient in love potions. 

The animals are also in demand from the pet trade. “The tendency to
freeze when spotted by humans makes lorises particularly vulnerable to
collectors. A study shows that people catch lorises any time they see
them, usually while out looking for other animals

Loris is threatened by deforestation and the wildlife trade, which
includes the exotic pet trade, smuggling and traditional medicine. Other
threats includes road construction, selective logging, and forest fire.
Habitat fragmentation is also a threat to the loss of population

The trade is illegal : Lorises are protected by national laws in every
country where they occur naturally 

Conservation status of Slender Loris

Appendix I of the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)

Near Threatened on IUCN Red List
 

Schedule 1 (part 1) of the Indian Wildlife Act, 1972

They are listed under
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